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Abstract 
A class of parallel decomposition-type accelerated over-relaxation methods, includ- 
ing four arbitrary parameters and suitable to the SIMD-systems, isestablished for solv- 
ing the large sparse systems of linear equations in this paper, and sufficient conditions 
ensuring its convergence are deduced when the coefficient matrices of the linear systems 
of equations are respectivd} L-matrices, H-matrices and positive definite matrices. In 
particular, we investigate in detail the symmetric versions of these new methods, and de- 
duce a series of conveniently applicable conditions for determining the convergence of 
these versions when the coefficient matrices of the linear systems of equations are sym- 
metric positive definite matrices. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: 65HI0; 65W05; CR:GI.3 
Keywords: System of linear equations: Synchronous parallel iteration; Relaxation technique: 
Convergence theory 
1. Introduction 
Consider the large sparse system of linear equations 
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(l.la) AX = /5~ 
where 
A = (amj) E L(R n) is a given nonsingular matrix; 
x = (x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xn) T E ~ is the unknown vector; (l.lb) 
v = (vi, v2,..., v~) T E R" is a given vector. 
Since this linear system often arises from many problems in scientific and en- 
gineering computing, to study numerical methods for getting its approximate 
solution is of bounteous practical backgrounds and important applicable val- 
ues. After many researchers' active studies, there have been a lot of useful and 
efficient numerical methods uitable to either the sequential or the parallel com- 
putational environments for solving this large sparse system of linear equa- 
tions. Among these iterative methods the classical relaxed iterative methods 
(see [7-10,12,13,16]) aswell as their parallel variants in the sense of matrix mul- 
tisplitting (see [1-3,5,6,11,14,15]) are well known and are really typical repre- 
sentatives. 
More recently, to implement the classical relaxation methods uch as the 
Gauss-Seidel, SOR, and AOR methods efficiently on the SIMD multipr,,~cessor 
systems, the authors of [4] proposed a class of parallel decomposition-type 
AOR method, called as PDAOR-method, at a different angle from [6,14] for 
parallely solving the large sparse system of linear equations (1.1). This 
PDAOR-method is established essentially based upon reasonable decomposi- 
tion of the linear system (1. I ) as well as technical application of the accelerated 
over-relaxation idea (see [7]), and hence has natural and nice parallelism as well 
as good convergence behaviour. Moreover, it includes the practical and effi- 
cient parallelized variants, e.g., the parallel decomposition-type Gauss-Seidel 
method (PDGS-method), the parallel decomposition-type SOR method 
(PDSOR-method), etc., of the classical relaxation methods in the sense of de- 
composition. Numerical experiments have shown that these parallel decompo- 
sition-type relaxation methods may converge possibly faster than their 
corresponding sequential ones. 
Furthermore, considering the concrete characteristics of the high-speed mul- 
tiprocessor systems, in this paper we propose a class of new parallel decompo- 
sition-type AOR method for solving the large sparse system of linear equations 
(1.1) by making use of the system decomposition and the acceleration over-re- 
laxation techniques. This class of method is made up of two sweeps of relax- 
ations within each iteration, and each sweep possibly includes its own pair of 
relaxation parameters. Hence, it is a multi-parameter xtension of the 
PDAOR-method, and also a reasonable parallel variant of the classical unsym- 
metric accelerated over-relaxation method. Since this class of new method 
includes four relaxation parameters which can be chosen arbitrarily, 
its convergence behaviour can then be greatly improved through proper 
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adjustments of these parameters. Moreover, a series of parallel relaxation 
methods in the sense of decomposition can be generated, which includes, for 
example, the parallel decomposition-type symmetric Jacobi method (PDSJ- 
method), symmetric Gauss-$eidel method (PDSGS-method), symmetric SOR 
method (PDSSOR-method), symmetric AOR method (PDSAOR-method) 
and so on. Hence, the establishment of the new method allows all the classical 
relaxation methods to be implemented in parallel on the SIMD multiprocessor sys- 
tems. So, rather flexible and diverse choices are :d/orded for calculating the solution 
of the system of linear equations (1.1) in the parallel computational environments. 
Under suitable conditions, we set up the convergence theory of our new par- 
allel decomposition-type relaxation method when the coefficient matrix of the 
linear system (1. I) is a (block) L-matrix, a (block) H-matrix and a positive def- 
inite matrix, respectively. Particularly, for the important special cases of this 
new method, i.e. the parallel decomposition-type symmetric relaxation meth- 
ods, we give sufficient conditions that can guarantee the convergence of these 
methods to the unique solution of the linear system (1.1) when the coefficient 
matrix is a symmetric positive d~,l~nlte: matrix. 
More generally, from now on, we will turn to discuss the partitioned form of 
the system of linear equations (!. 1), that is, 
AX = V, (l.2a) 
where 
A -- (A,nj)N× N E L(•"), Amj E L([~"', [~"'), 1 <~ m, j <~ N, (l.2b) 
x = (x . , )Nx, ,  v = (1.2c) 
X,,, V,,, E L ( R", R'" ), l <~ m <~ N, r >~ l 
with nm(m= i , 2 , . . . ,N )  being positive integers satisfying nt+n2+. . .  
+ nN = n. On the other hand, for the convenience of our statements, we will 
stipulate that the SIMD-system considered here is made up of • processors 
and there is a positive integer/~ such that N-~t  x/L 
2. Establishments of the new methods 
Let j l , j2, . . .  ,jN be a permutation of the positive integers 1,2 . . . .  , N, i.e. 
there is an integral function r~ such that 
n(k)=jk ,  k= 1,2 . . . .  N (2.1) 
and denote 
J~ -{Tt ( ( i - l ) i :~+l ) ,~( ( i - i ) l l+2)  . . . .  , n(i/J)}, i = 1,2, . . . ,~. (2.2) 
Obviously Jr _C { !, 2, . . . ,  N}(i = I, 2 , . . . ,  ~), U~:la, = { !, 2, . . . ,  N}, and hence, 
the subsets d~(i = 1,2,. . . ,  ~) naturally form a decomposition of the integer set 
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{ 1,2, . . . ,  N} without overlapping on each other. Corresponding to this decom- 
position, the system of linear equations (1.2) can be decomposed into • sub-sys- 
tems 
A,~((,_~)t)+)),)X~ + A.((i_))#+)).._X~ + • • • + A.((+_))#+)).NXu = V,,((~_])/~+)) 
A~((i-l)/1+k).IXl -t- An({i-l)l~+k),2X2 Jr" "'" W ATr((i-I)Ii+k).NXN = Vn((i-l)//+k) 
A,~(il~).lX! + A,~(i#).zX2 +""  + A,~(iIo,NXN = V,~I~I)), i = I, 2 , . . . ,  ~x. (2.3i) 
Now, we consider the following parallel decomposition-type r laxation 
method, called as parallel decomposition-type unsymmetric AOR method 
(PDUAOR-method) for the block system of linear equations (1.2). 
PDUAOR-method Given an initial value X ° E R" and for p = 0, 1,2 . . . .  ur~til 
convergence, compute X +'+) by the following processes: 
p+ I/2 (1) Foreachk E { 1,2,...,/~},concurrentlycalculateX'~((~_ I i/ + 1 (t = 1,2, . . . ,  ~) 
according to 
= [.o, 
I I i(:, l(I;k) 
I I j6:,l(I;l) I I /,,,l(I;kl 
~t 
t I P 
I=1 
(II) For each k E {11, [ I -  1, . . . ,  1}, concurrently calculate ..~lti+.l)#+kl(i:Vt,~l = 1, 
2 , . . . ,  ~) according to 
Xp+ I _ - I [ 
n(,i--l)l l4k)- An([i-l)l'+k,.n((i-Ill,+k, '02Vn((i-l)fl~-k'- ~'2 Z Z Alr((i-I)l')kl'jX~')l 
I I j6,i( l:k 
vp  + 1/2 
I, 1i6,](I;k ) I,= I /~,i l:k] 
~"~A vp~ I/2 ~--rt) + I/2 
--~O~+ n((i--I)/~ ~k),n((I- I)ll ~kiA,r~ I !)/¢; ~,-) -]- ( 1 - -  (U2)A n((i__ I)1¢ ~ k)'  
I :1 
I¢i 
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where 
s(;; k)= 
2(i; k)= 
i=  1,2,. 
{~(( i -  l ) f l+ 1) ,~(( i -  1)fl+ 2) . . . .  , zc((i- l ) f l+k-  l)}, 
{zt((i - l)fl + k + 1), zc((i-1)fl + k + 2), . . . .  n(ifl)}, 
. . ,~; k=l ,2 , . . . , f l  
with J(i; 1) = 0, J(i; fl) = 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,  ~, and T~, 72 are relaxation factors 
and ¢o~, oJ2 are acceleration factors. 
It is evident hat in the implementation of the PDUAOR-method, we should 
first distribute the task that solves the fl components Xk(k E Ji) of the variable 
X = (xIr,X2T,... ,ANT) I from the ith sub-system (23i) to the ith processor of the 
multiprocessor system for all i c { l, 2 , . . . ,  ~}. Second, we should calculate at 
• . Xp+ ) /2  every time, say time k (k = 1,2,.. ,fl), the comoonent ~(,-~l/~+k) on the ith 
processor in accordance with the formula shown in process (1) for all 
i c {l, 2 , . . . ,  ~}; when all these x processors fulfill their calculations, each pro- 
cessor of the ~ processors broadcasts its currently calculated component to the 
other ~ - I processors; after fl times, the partial approximate X p+I/2 is then 
available. Third, we should calculate at every time, also, say time 
Xp+l k (k = fl, fl - l , . . . ,  I), the component ~(,-I)i~+,) on the ith processor in accor- 
dance with the formula shown in process (If) for all i E {I, 2, . . . .  ~}; when all 
these ~ processors fu!HH ~,heir calculations, each processor of the ~ processors 
broadcasts its currently calculated component to the other ~ - ! processors; af- 
ter fl times, the next approximate X t'` t is then available. These arejust the basic 
ideas of designing and implementing the PDUAOR-method. 
Obviously, when x= l, the PDUAOR=method naturally reduces to the 
known sequential block,vise unsymmetric AOR method for solving the block 
system of linear equat.!gns (1.2), while when x > 1 it substantially describes a
parallel unsymmetric accelerated over-relaxation method. The description of 
the PDUAOR-method shows that this method has strong parallel computa= 
tional function. Moreover, through suitably choosing the relaxation parame= 
ters 71,7_, and ~,)~,(o,, not only the convergence property of this method can 
be considerably improved, but also a sequence of novel parallel relaxation 
methods in the sense of decomposition can be yielded. For example, 
I. when (Tt, ~)l; 72. ~o.,)=(7, (o; 0, 0), the PDUAOR-method reduces to the 
PDAOR-method discussed in [4]; 
2. when (7), to~; 72, (o2)= (0, I; 0, 1), it turns to the parallel decomposition-type 
symmetric Jacobi method (PDSJ-method); 
3. when (7~, ('~; 72, (,~z)=(l, 1; 1. !), it changes to the parallel decomposition- 
type symmetric Gauss-Seidel method (PDSGS-method); 
4. when (~,), (o~: 7.,, (o_,)= (oJ, (o; (,), co), it becomes to the parallel decomposi- 
tion-type symmetric SOR method (PDSSOR-method): 
5. when (;,). o~1; 72, (~2) - (co, (o: o~, 6~)), it changes to the parallel decomposi- 
tion-type unsymmetric SOR method (PDUSOR-method); 
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6. when (71, to~; y2, 022): (]~, 0); )', tO), it turns to the parallel decomposition- 
type symmetric AOR ,~nethod (PDSAOR-method). 
Among all the special cases of the PDUAOR-method, the PDSAOR-meth- 
od is of rather generality and important meaning. Its convergence property will 
be emphatically investigated in the later section• It is deserved to mention that 
the parallel decomposition-type Jacobi method (PDJ-method), which has been 
discussed in [4] aod can be got here again corresponding to (y~, toj; 72, to2) = (0, 
1; 0, l), will be useful in our subsequent discussions. 
In addition, if ni = l (i = l, 2, . . . ,  N) and N= n, then the PDUAOR-method 
reduces to a pointwise parallel decomposition-type unsymmetric AOR method 
for solving the system of linear equations (l. 1). Likewise, corresponding to dif- 
ferent choices of the relaxation parameters 71, L, and ~ol, to2, another sequence 
of parallel relaxation methods in the sense of decomposition can also be ob- 
tained. For the length of the paper, we will not list them here one by one. 
If we introduce the blocked matrices At = (Li, t)a×x, At, = (Ug,,)~×~, 
Ao = Bdiag(Ol, Oz, . . . ,  O,) E L(R") and A~ = (O~,t)~×~ E L(~") with 
D~.i - 0 (i = 1,2,. . . ,  ~), where for i, l = 1,2,.. . ,  ~, 
L id  = 
0 
-A~,(2)mt(I) 
-An,( f l ) ,nt(  I 
0 0 . . .  0 0 ~ 
0 0 . . .  0 0 
-A=,(s).,,~(2) 0 ... 0 0 
• • • 
-A~,(I~).nl(2) -A,~,(I~).,T~(3 ) . . . .  A~,(l~).~(l~_l ) 0 
Uj , l  
0 -Andl),n~(2) -A~,(1),n~O) . . . .  Andl),n~(l~-l) -A~,(1),~(/t) 
0 0 -A  ~,(2),)z~(3) . . . .  A#~(2),~(I¢-I) -A,~,(2),~t(I)) 
• . ° ° . 
. .o  
0 0 0 . . .  0 -A  ,~,(l~-)).,~(l~) 
0 0 0 . . .  0 0 
Di.t = Bdiag(-A,,(i).,,<l I,-A.,(,.),n,(2 ) . . . .  ,-A~,ii~).,,it~)), (i • 1), 
Di = Bdiag(-A,,ii).,,(ij,-A,,l_,).,.<2), . . . .  -A,,II~).,,It~)) , 
n , (k )=r~( ( i - l ) f l+k) ,  i=  1,2 . . . .  ,~; k=l ,2 , . . . , f l ,  
the PDUAOR-method can be equivalently expressed as the following matrix- 
vector form: 
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x p+~/2 = (Ao - ,/~,4L) -~ [(1 - oJ~),4o + (~,  - 7,)AL + o~`4v + ~o]A~]XP 
+ ~Ol (Ao - 71Az) -~ V, 
__ _ . AP li,'p+l/2 X p+! = (AD )'2`4U) -1 [(l -- ~2)AD + (092 72)Au + oJ2AI_ + toZZtDJ-'x 
+ O)2(AD -- ~2AU) -1 V, 
p =0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
or more concisely, 
xp+i = ~aUAOR(Yl, COl; ]"2, ta2) Xp + ~U'UAOR(TI, (Dl; Y2, (O2), 
with 
'~UAOR(]"i, O91, ]"2,092) 
(2.4) 
p = 0, 1,2,... 
(2.5) 
= (,40 - 7_,,4v)-1 [(1 - ~02),4t) + (o~2 - r2 ) ,4v  
+ o~2At. + o~2,4o] × (At) - 7,AL)-][(I -- o.h)At) 
+ (o~l - "h)`4L + o-hay + oJ]` 4~9], (2.6) 
~rtJAOR(~'~, O~; ~'2, 02)  = (AO -- 72Av) -~ [(I -- ~o2)At) + (02 - ";z)Av 
+ to2AL + to2A'o] 
x tol(Ao - "hAl.)-~V + to2(`4o - 72Ac) -i V. 
Here, we have tacitly ass:tmed that the matrices (At)-)hAL) and 
(At)-),2Av) are no=,~ingular. This will be stipulated through the subsequent 
discussions of this paper except ibr our particular clarification. 
Furthermore, it is evident ha~ the iteration formula (2.6) is consistent with 
the original system of linear equations (1.2), and the PDUAOR-method con- 
verges to the unique solution of the system of linear equations ( 1.2) if and only 
if the spectral radius of the iteration matrix -WUAOR(~'~,tOt; 7.,, to2) defined by 
Eq. (2.6) is less than one, i.e. 
p(..~¢'UAOR('~I,t.DI; 72, O)2)) < 1. (2.7) 
3. Convergence theories for L-matrix and H-matrix classes 
In this section, we will mainly discuss the convergence of the PDUAOR- 
method when the coefficient matrix of Eqs. (l.2a), (1.2b) and (1.2c) is an L-ma- 
trix and an H-matrix, respectively. 
For this purpose, we recall that a block matrix A = (A, , j )~ L(~") (see 
Eq. (I.2b)) is called as an L-matrix if Am.,,(m = 1,2,..., N) are nonsingular, 
A -I ~>0(m= 1,2, ,N) and Amj<~O(m#j ,m, j= 1,2,.. . ,N). The matrix 
m , m  " " " ' .  
A = (Amj) E L([~") is called as an M-matrix if it is a nonsingular L-matrix sati- 
sfying A -~ >/0; an H-matrix ifAm.m (m = 1,2,. . . ,  N) are nonsingular, and if its 
comparison matrix (A) = ((A),,j) E L(Lq N) defined by 
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1 i fm =j  
(A),,,,j = , rn, j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  N 
-IIA~,!mA,,,.jI[ if m ¢- j 
is nonsingular and satisfies {ill -l >/0. In addition, we will use Ihl = (ll`4mjII) to 
denote the absolute value of the block matrix A. Here and in the subsequent 
discussions, we use I1-11 to denote either II.llz or I1.11 . One can refer [!] and 
[4] for details for the properties of this matrix absolute value. Moreover, we 
can directly demonstrate that if ,4 = (Amj) E L(R")  is an L-matrix, then it is 
an M-matrix if and only if p( l - `4~lA)  < 1, where `4t)= Bdiag(A i , i ,Az .z , . . . ,  
AN,N). 
First of all, we consider the L-matrix case. For this matrix class we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let  A = (`4mj) E L(R n) be an L-matrix.  Then, for  all 7t, ~.~ and 
w l ,w2 satisfying O<~Tt<<.tot<<, 1 (l = 1,2) and col +w2 50 ,  the PDUAOR-  
method converges i f  and only i f  the PDJ -method  converges. 
Proof. The necessity is obviously true. Now, we verify the sufficiency. 
Denote ~poJ = ~uaor(0 ,  1; 0,0). Since ~aoJ f>0 and P(~PDJ)< 1, in 
accordance with the continuity of the spectral radius we see that there exists 
f, > 0 such that P(~'~PDJ -k-eEE t )  < 1, where E = (1, 1, . . . ,  1) T E R". On the 
other hand, there exists a positive vector X,: 6 R" such that 
( ~/?pos 4- e.EET)X~: = P(ff:poJ -t- e, EET)Xj: ~ p,X,:. (3. I) 
Set 
L = AolAt., U = A)-~IAu, D' = A~IA'o. (3.2) 
Then, from Eq. (2.6) we have 
~vaor(Ti ,  oh; ~'2, to2) = [1 -- w2(/-- 7 ,U) - I ( / -  h°pDj)] 
× [t - to , ( / -  7 ,L ) - l ( l  - ¢~PDJ)] 
<~ [I - to2( l -  )'2U) -1 (I - ( .~PDJ  --I- e, EE v) )] 
x [1 - tol( l  - 7tL)-I(l - (~7:pDj + eEET))]. 
Now, making use of Eq. (3. ! ) and noticing I - ),IL ~< I, I - ),zU ~< I, we can ob- 
tain 
~'t.IAOr (71, tOi; 1'2, to2)X,: <~ [l - ¢o2(1 - "/2U) -I (l - (ff)ODJ + I:EET))] 
× p,:)lX,: 
[ t  - - ; ,2u)  - J + 
x (I - t,Ji + tojp,:)X,: 
~< (! - w2 + tozp,:)(l - tol + wlp,:)X,: < X,:. 
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By considering ~,t'UAOR(71, O91; )"2, ,:o2) >I 0, the above relation together with 
Exercise 2 in [13], p. 47 immediately gives Eq. (2.7). [] 
We presently turn to the H-matrix case. For this matrix class we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let A = (Am,i) E L(~") be an H-matrix. Then the PDUAOR-  
method converges provided the relaxation pa,.'ameters ";t, ",'2 and e)m, (o2 satisfy 
2 
0~<Tz~<¢ol, 0<@<l_4_p( l~pDj l ) ,  /=1 ,2 ,  (3.3) 
where cd~pm /s the iteration matrix of  the PDJ-method. 
Proof. By adopting the notations introduced in Eq. (3.2), we have 
LPUaOr(Yt, tO1; 72,0)2)= ( / - -  72U)- I[(1 -- m2)l + ((o2 -- 72)U 
+ to2L + m2D'] × ( / -  71L)-l[(l - ~,~j)l 
+ (t , ' t  - ";i)L + t,glU + o, iD']. (3.4) 
Since A is an H-matrix, we see p(l~)pDjI)< 1. Hence, the inequality 
ILl ~< [~',.,,JI and IU[ ~< I~)I, DJI imply p(lZl) < 1 and p(IU[) < 1, respectively. 
Now, taking absolute values in both sides of Eq. (3.4) we can obtain 
I~UAOR(~'I, C,~l; 7=, ¢O2)1 
<~ (1 -- 721UI) '[11 - ,o,_11 + (¢,,., - ;'_,)IUi + '"_'ILl + o'21D'l] 
× ( / -  ";tlZl)-'[ll - " ,1 /+ (o,, - 71)ILl + o, tlUI + ¢,,t D'I] 
{t + ( t -  721ui) '[(ll -,, ,21- 1)t * ,O21~',DJj]} 
× ~I + (l - 7,ILl)I[(ll -o , , I -  1)! + .,,I Zpml]]'. 
t J 
(3.5) 
On the other hand, for the positive matrix 
~'(':) = l~ 'pml+l :ee  I, W:>0,  e=( l l  I)TE[~ x, 
PDJ  . . . . . .  
there exists a positive vector x, E ~ '  such that o',~':' ~at,:~ .• .., pDjX~: ----- p(2/'aD J)x,:. Moreover, 
by the continuity of the spectral radius and Eq. (3.3), 
I1 -totl  + totp(~-q?~j) < i (l = 1,2) holds provided ~ is small enough. 
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Based on the above investigations, from Eq. (3.5) we have 
I~aUAOR(TI, O91; T2, toz)lX~ 
{I + ( I -  72[U1>-'[(11-tozl- 1)I + ¢o21~-t'(')DjI]} ~< 
( " '~"(~) } × I + (I -~',ILI)-'[(!l - to ,  l -  l ) J '+~,~D~l]  x~. 
-- ( I  + (! - 721UI)-t[(I l -~21-  1)I + ~,21-~ PDj 
{ .l~o } x I +( I -  ~ILI)-'[(II-tOll- l) +tOIp('~OpDj)] Xr. 
.,~(~/ I]} <~ {I + ( I -  ~,21uI)-l[(I 1 -¢o=1- 1)/+ ~,21-  aaj 
× [11 - to, I + o-J,P(LP~Dj)]x,: 
(~:) .< [11 -to-,I + tO2p(zePo,)][I i -tOil + tO.p(ze~L,)lx~ < x~. 
Therefore, Exercise 2 in [13], p. 47 again guarantees P( ]~"  UAOR('~I, (DI; ]12, £O2)]) 
< 1, and thereby, 
P(ffJt'~AOR()'I,tol; )'2,to2))<~P(I~CPUAOR(71,tol; 72,to2)[) < 1. [] 
4. Convergence theory for positive definite matrix class 
in this section, we will emphatically discuss the convergence of the 
PDUAOR-method when the coefficient matrix of Eqs. (l.2a), (l.2b) and 
(1.2c) is a positive definite matrix. For this purpose, we first demonstrate the 
following equivalent expression of the iteration formula (2.4). 
Theorem 4.1. Let 
GUAOR(71, tOI; 72, to2) = (tol + OJ2)AD -- to2)'lA/. -- U)l]~'2Au - (.oltJ)2A. (4.1) 
Then the iteration fomlula (2.4) is equivalent o 
X l'~) = Xt'+ (Ao - 72Ac)-tGuAoR(TI, tol; 72, toE)(Ao - ")qAl.) -l (V -AXP), 
p=O, l ,2 ,  .... (4.2) 
Hem'e, if GUAOR ()'1, tOI; "~'2, tO2) iS nonsingular, then 
X p+I= XV+BuAoR(]~'I,tOI; 72 , to2) - I (V -AXP) ,  p=0,1,2,... (4.3) 
holds, where 
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BUAOR(]'I, ¢OI; ]'2, rO2)=(AD-  "/IAL)GIjAOI~("/I, (Oi; 72, ¢°z)-I(Ao- ]'_,At,). 
(4.4) 
Proof. Obviously, Eq. (4.3) is a direct corollary of Eq. (4.2). So, we only need 
to verify the validity of Eq. (4.2). For this purpose, we denote 
R p ~- V - Aft(  p, R e+l/2 = V - AX p+I/2, p = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  
Then, by Eq. (2.4) we easily knew that 
X p+I/2 : X p q- ¢DI (Ao - ] ' lA t ) - lR  p, 
X p+l = X °+l/" + ~,_(Ao - 7 ,Au) - IR  t'+l/2, p = O, !, 2 , . . . ,  
or in other words, 
r ;  =  (Ao - ",,,A,.)(X - X") .  
(t) I 
1 
R p+I/2 = ~ (AD _ ],2Au)(Xp~ l _ Xp,  1/2), p = O, 1,2 . . . . .  
¢02 
On the other hand, from the above relations we have 
R t'+l/' = R e - A (X  p~-)/~" - X p) : R t' - c,))A(Ar~ - " / IAz)- IR t' 
- - [ i - (u ,A(A , - ' , , ,A t ) - " I I (A I~- -  - ", ' ,At)(X t'~'/2 - X")  
(r)  1 
! 
_.- "_z__ (At ,  - ; ' lA t  - ,o lA ) (X  ~'' j~' - X I') 
(t) I 
Based on these equalities we can further obtain 
(A o - ;'2A v ) (X p~ ' - X p) 
= (Ao - ' , '2Au)(X t'+j -X  p+)/'-) + (At~ - ; '2Ac) (X  r+'/'- -X  p) 
--- ¢o2R p+I/2 + (AD -- " ;2Au) (X  p~I/2 -X  p) 
= --z'(At> . . . . . .  ,)Aj. c,J IA)(X I'+1/2 X v) + (AD ",,_At ) (X r'`l/" -XP)  
(OI 
-[ (O~ . ] ___z (AD "' A ehA)  + (AD "/2Au) c•l(At9 - 71At) I Rr - - t l  L - -  
(01 
= GUAOR ()'1, (t)l; ~'2, O)2) (AD -- 71AL)-I Rt," 
This immediately gives Eq. (4.2). [] 
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Theorem 4.2. Assume that the nmtrix GUAOR(71, o91; 72, t~2) defined by Eq. (4.1) 
is nonsingular. Then 
(i) BuaoR(;.'l,uJ1; 72,to2) = A + Fuaor(;,i,tot; ,,,uJ=), where the matr ix 
BUAOR(TI,~I; 7_,,CO_,)isgiven by Eq. (4.4), and 
FUAOR(71' (O1: ~'2' 402) : (AD - -  ]'2AU -- tOzA)GuAoR()'I, ¢OI; ~'2, tO2) -I 
x (Ao - ','lAz. - (olA); 
(ii) i f  A is a positive definite matr ix and FUAOR(~'I, it)l; ~'2, it)2) is a nonnegative 
definite matrix, then there hoMs 
xTAx 
sup t ., x/0 x BuAor( ; ' t , (o l :  ,2,to2)x <~ 1. 
Furthermore,/fFuAoR (]'l' (O1: ;'2, O)2) is also a positive definite matrix, then there 
hoMs 
xT Ax 
sup T-  
t¢0 X /JIIAOR(;'I,(O I ', "',,_,(O'~)X. 
<1.  
Proof. Note that (ii) is clearly a direct corollary of  (i). So, we only need to test 
(i). By direct calculations we have 
(At~ - "/iAt,)Guaor (71, (ol: ,'2. t')'-) I(A;) - ;',At ) 
~:2  - -  - -  I GUAOR(Tt t'~l: ", ~')2) + A/) - 71At. (,)~ 
X GIrAOR()'I,O)I: , .  _ "N.IrP)~) I 
x Gt)Aor(Tt.¢,h; 7 , .u )2 )+ At)- ;2A~ 
(OI 
'( 
_ _  __ l  GtrAOr(;'l. ,(ol: ;'2,(~)2) + -" At ) - " ,2At . . -~  
(O I (02 (02 { O I ,( , >) + ~ Atj - ;'lAt, - - -Gt rA( ) r ( , ' l  0)1" "" ('1" 
0)1 0)  2 " , ~ , _ 
+ (At) - -  " / IAL  -- ")2--1 GIrAOR (:'1. (ql: ~'2, O)2))GtJAOR (~'1, O)1 : "',,, O)-~). I
x (At ) . . . .  :'2,4,. I G(~AOR(,'I,¢,)I: _'/,.o),. )) 
(0  I 
: +(At ) - ; '2A I '  --(')~A)GtTAOR(; .(O1: "', (O~) I . ,_. _ (AI, - 71At - t')tA), 
which is just the equality of (i). [] 
- -  GUA()R(,'I, Uh ; ;'2, tO2))] 
! 
GUAOR(]'I. (')1; "',,., 4'12)) 
Based on Theorem 4.2, we can now give the following sufficient condit ion 
that can ensure the convergence of the PDUAOR-method.  
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Theorem 4.3. Assume that the matrices A is nonshtguk,, and definite, 
GUAOR(~"I, O-h', "'~,,, ~o,)_ is nonsinguhtr. Tiwn the PDUAOR-method is conrergent 
to the unique sohttion of the system of/#war equations (I .2) / f  there hohA' 
inf~'R,z(YnFtj,~OR(~'l, wl; 72, ,o_,)y~'~ 1 
'""L \ v"Ay / J>-2 '  
where Re(.) denotes the real part and Im(.) the imaginarl, part t~['the correspond- 
#lg complex, respectively. 
Proof. Clearly, under the conditions of this theorem, we know that 
BUAOR(71,tOt; 72,O)2) is nonsingular, and for all y EC"\{0} there hold 
.~Ay:¢- 0. Let 2 be an eigenvalue of the matrix BtJAOR(;'l.t'~l: ;'_,.tO,)IA, 
and y be the corresponding eigenvector. Then, there has 2 ¢ 0 and it holds 
Ay = 2BuAoR(~' 1 , tOl: ~'2, t92)3'. Hence, 
). = .vU A .1' _ vU A v 
yttBuaoR(71, ~r~l: 72. ~o~_)3' yUAy + yt/Fv.aOR('/i, o~1 7_,, ~o_~)y 
Now, if we denote 
((y) : .IfllFUAoR (]'1' 691: ;'2' 0)2 )Y 
.1'11,41 , 
and ¢(y) = Re(~(y)), q(y) = lm(~(y)), then ). = 1/(I + ~(y)). 
Let p be an eigenvalue of the matrix 'ff~ ' • I:AOR~71. ~'~ 7_" ¢,~2). Obviously, there 
holds It = ! - ). = ~.'(.v)/(1 + .~(y))(Vy E ,~"), where 
~,t. "-- {y ~ on \{0} ]AI'. : ,/.BllAOR(;'I,trOl" "",,,,(92)1'}. 
Hence, the convergence of the PDUAOR-method is equivalent to 
V/ Lv) -" + ,l(y)-' II, l =_ <1.  Vy~" .  
+ + tl~V) 2 
Noticing that this inequality is equivalent to ~(y) > - I /2  (V.v~ ,~"), we there- 
by fulfill the proof of this theorem. [] 
Theorem 4.3 immediately implies the following sufficient condition for guar- 
anteeing the convergence of the PDUAOR-method. 
Theorem 4.4. I f  the matrix A is positire d~finite, the matrix 
GtJAOR(71,¢OI" ~_, ~o~)~ is nonsinguku', and the matrix FtJAOR(71. ~'-h" '~_. ~'~2) is 
nonnegative definite, then the PD UA OR-method is convergent. 
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Now, if we introduce matrices 
Gsj --- GUAOR(0, 1; 0, 1) = 2.4o - A; 
GSGS = GUAOR(I, I; 1, I) = AD +A~; 
"9 ? 
GSSOR(O) = GUAOR(O), tO; tO, 60) = 09(2 - ~)Ao + o~'Ao; 
GSAOR(7, eg)= GUAOR(7, tO; ~¢, OJ)= ~(2-~)Ao  + 097A~ + o~(7-m)A,  
and 
Fsj = FUAOR(0, 1; 0, 1) = (An - A)Gsj I (AD - A); 
Fsos -- FUAOR(I, i; 1, 1) = (-4O -- Au -- A)Gs~s(AD - AL -- A); 
FSSOR(tO) = FUAOR(tO, to: ¢o, to) 
: (Ao - toAv  - toA)GssoR(tO) -I (At) - fOAL -- toA); 
FSAOR(7, " )= FUAOR(7, ~; 7, ~O) 
= (AD -- 7Au - toA)GsAoR(7,  09) -1 (AD -- ~'AL -- mA) ,  
then the following convergence conclusions about the PDSJ-method, PDSGS- 
method, PDSSOR-method and the PDSAOR-method can be directly got from 
Theorem 4.4. 
Corollary 4.1. Let the matrix A be symmetric positive definite. Then 
!. t.'[" Gsj is positive definite, the PDSJ -method is convergent; 
2. t.'[' Gsc~s is positive dr.,finite, the PDSGS-method is eom,ergent; 
3. ([' GssoR (o~) is positive &f[inite. the PDSSOR-method is t,onvergent; 
4. ( f  GSAOR(7, t,J) is positive deB'nite, the PDSAOR-method is eotlvergent. 
5. Convergence theory for the symmetric positive definite matrix class 
In this section, we will further investigate conditions for ensuring the conver- 
gence of the PDSAOR-method, PDSSOR-method, PDSGS-method and the 
PDSJ-method when the coefficient matrix of the system of linear equations 
(1.2) is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Corollary 4.1 in Section 4 will 
be our basis through this section. Noticing from Section 4 we have that 
GSAOR (7, tO) : to(2 - 7)Ao + ,~;A r + t,~(',' - ~,~),4 
and the PDSAOR-method is convergent if GSAOR(7,¢O) is positive definite. 
Because the matrix GSAOR(7,00 is congruent with the matrix 
- 1 ' '~  . . . .  ; '~  .~(2 - ~,')! + ~,J;'.4~ "A'~.At,"" + ~,j(;, - .~).401~2aa ~,'2 • " i , '  i D 
while this matrix is similar to the matrix 
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to(2 - 7)1 + to?A51A'D + ~(~ - to)ASiA 
or, after using A5~A = I - 9'pro, it is similar to the matrix 
*'SAOR(~, co) = to(2 -- to)I + to~AS'a~, + to(o~ - 2 ; )~D~,  
we see that GSAOR(Y,to) is positive definite if and only if all the eigenvalues of 
the matrix PSAOR(g,to) are positive. If we define the functions 
_ xTA'ox xT~mjx  
Fv(x) xTAox,  Fd(x ) -- xW X , VX ~ []~n\{0}; (5.1) 
then it is clear that the matrix GSAOR(7,to) is positive definite if and only if 
o9(2 - oJ) + ¢oyFo(x) + ,~(to - ~,)Fj(x) > 0, Vx E R"\ {0}, (5.2) 
where h%Dj is used to denote the iteration matrix of the PDJ-method. It is 
much easy to see that either of the following six conditions are sufficient to 
guarantee the validity of Eq. (5.2): 
(A) co >/~, t> 0, to > 0, 2 - to + 7min~0 Fo(x) + (to - 7) min.,~0 Fj(x) > 0: 
(B) 0 < ~o~<7, 2 - to+ 7min~¢oFo(x) + (to-  7) maxx¢0 Fg(x) > 0; 
(C) 2;<,0 < w, 2 -  to+ 7 maxx#0 Fo(x) + (to - 7)minx¢oFj(x) > 0; 
(D) ¢o < 0.<, 7, 2 - to + ~max~oFo(x) + (to - ),) min~¢o Fj(x) < 0; 
(E) ~ ~< 09 < 0, 2 - to + 2; minx#0 Fo(x) + (to - 7) maXx¢0 Fj(x) < 0: 
(F) to <~ 7 < 0, 2 -  co + 2;minx#oFo(x) + (to-  7)min,.¢o Fj(x) < O. 
Based upon these observations, we immediately have the following conclusions 
about the convergence of the PDSAOR-method. 
Theorem 5.1. Let the matrix A be srmmetric positive th.,[inite. Assume lt,-fi be 
respectively the smallest and the largest eigenvahles of the matrix A[gt A'o, [fful _2, 
be respectively the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of the matrix L~'pDj. Then 
the PDSAOR-method is convergent if either of the fi~llowing 42 conditions is 
satisfied." 
(al) ~ > _2 > 1, 
(a2) _2 > 1 > g, 
(a3) _2 > 1 > ~u, 
(a4) -2 > ~tt > 1, 
(as) -2 < # < I, 
(a6) -2 < 1 < lt, 
m 
(a7)/.t < )_, < 1, 
(as) _~ ~< 1 = _2, 
(ag) E > ! : -2 ,  
(bl) g> 2 > 1, 
(b2) 2> 1 >p,  
(b3) ~ > ~ > -1-, 
0~<~/< 09; 
0~<7 < to, 0 < to < 2/(1 - I t ) :  
0~< y < ((-2- l)to + 2) / ( -2-E) ,  to >/2 / (1 -  12): 
0~7 < to; 
0~< 7~< min{2/( l  - lt),to}, 0 < {,~ < ((/=- Lt)7- 2)/(/_'.- 1); 
o~2;<~to, o< to< ( (~-  ~07-  2 ) / ( -2 -  I): 
0<~ ~,<~ min{2/( l  - ~),to}, 0 < to < ((/ ' , -  102;- 2)/(/_'.- 1): 
0~<7~< min{2/ ( l -  E),to}; 
O~<to ,  to > O; 
0 < to<~7; 
to<. ~<<. ((7.- 1)to + 2)/(7~ - t,), 0 < ,,~<. 2/(!  - L'); 
0 < to<.2; < ((,~ - l ) to+ 2) / ( ; . -  ~,); 
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(b4) ~ < 
(bs) 7. < 
(b6) 7. < 
(bT}/2 < 
(b8) It <<. 
(bg) t~ > 
(c,) _~ > 
(c2) ~ > 
(c3) ~ < 
(C4) a < 
(c5) ~ ~< 
(c6) ~i > 
(&) 2 > 
(&) ~i > 
(d3) ~ < 
(d4) ~i < 
(e~) 2 >/~ > 
(e2) ~ > 7. > 
(e3) ~-~ > 7. > 
(e4) ~ < n < 
(e~) 7. < I < 
(et,) 7. < It < 
(e~) It > T = 
(Ii)/_'. > I > 
(I~) L >/2 > 
(I;) 2 >/ ,  > 
(/~)/j > ~ > 
(/6) 2< I < 
(/}) u > I = 
,u< i ,0~<7<~2/ (1 -1t ) ,  O<to<`7;  
IS < 1, 7 > 2/(1 - LO,-O < co < ((7.-  L07-  2 ) / (7 . -  n); 
/<  ~, 0 < ~o<` ~,; 
7. < ]-, to <` 7 < ((7. - 1)to + 2)/(7. - E), 0 < o)<~ 2/(1 - ~); 
1=2,  0<~,,~<2/(1-_~), 0 < to<~;,; 
1 =2,  0 < to-.<7; 
max{ 1, ii}, 7 ~< 0 < to; 
a > l, ((~ - 1)to + 2) / (~ - ~) < ~ <. 0 < o.,; 
a < 1, ~,.<o, o< to< ( (a -~h, -2 ) / (~-1) ;  
min{ l ,  ~}, 2 / (2 -B)~<7~<0,  0< to< ( (B -  2)~, + 2) / (1 -2 ) ;  
1 =2,  7~<O<co; 
1=2,  2 / ( I -~)<7. .<0<to ;  
max{l ,  ~}, 5' > ((Z.-  1)o~+ 2) / (2 -  ~), 2/(1 -__2)<,0><0; 
> 1, 0<` 7 < ((/_%- l ) to+ 2) / (2 -  }i), to<~2/ ( l -2 ) ;  
2< 1, 7/>2/(/_'.-}7), ( (a -~ i )7 -2 ) / (a -  1) < co < o; 
1 =/_'., 7 > 2/(_i - ~), to < O; 
I, 7<`_2/(2- t2), }'<`to < ( (2 -Eh ' -2 ) / (2 -1 ) ;  
1, 2/( ,a. - tO <`),<` 2 / (1 - /0 ,  7--<to < ( (2 -~)7-  2 ) / (7 . -  1); 
1, 7 < 2/(). - l_t), 7 <~ co < O; 
Lt, 2/( I  - _It)~< 7 ~< 2 / (7 . -  _It), ( (7. -  l_07- 2 ) / (7 . -  1) < to < O; 
/*, 7 < 2/(1 - *2), ~' ~< to < O; 
/ ,  7 -<. 2/(2 - l,), ( (~- / , )7 -2 ) / (7 . -  1) < ,o<05 
7. 5 '<`2/( ! -12) ,  ~,<` to <05 
it. ( (2 -  i ) . ,+  2 ) / (2 - I _0  < 7-<.0, to ~< 2/(1 -)_,): 
T, ((~ - I)to + 2) / (2 - l_t) < 5' <` O, 2/(1 - l_t) <` to <` 2/ ( !  - ).); 
I. ,,~ ~< 7 ~< O, t,J < 2/( I  - ld); 
1, to<` 5' < ( (2 -  I)to + 2) / (~-~j) ,  2 / ( ! -  2 )<- to<-2 / ( I -  ~); 
i, ~o <  `~, <.. 0, to < 2/(1 -2 ) ;  
It, 7<`2/ (1 - l , ) ,  ( ( )_ . -1t )7-2) / ( )_ . - I )< to<`~,; 
2, to<` 7...< 2/(1 - l_t). 
hl particular, tJ'A~ = 0, then the PDSAOR-method is convergent provMed either 
of the.lblhnring 17 conditions is satisfied: 
(a'l)/_'. > I, 0 <~ 7 < to, 0 < to < 2; 
(a') 2 > 
(a )l > 
(<) t_'. = 
(w,)o < 
(I,;) 7. < 
,_: < 
;. = 
(4) 2 
(c')O 
1,0<` 
2#o,  
n,o<` 
7.#! .  
0.0<`  
0 .7> 
;' < ( (2 -  l)to + 2) /L  to t> 2; 
0<`7<` min{2, co}, 0< to< (~ ' ; -2 ) / (Z . -1 ) ;  
7<` min{2, to}; 
to <` i' <` ((7. - 1).~ + 2)/7. 0 < to <` 2: 
;' <` 2, 0<. )<. .7 :  
2, 0 < ,,) < (7.7-  2 ) / (~-  l); 
1, 0<`7<`2, 0 < to<`7: 
> 1. 7<`0 < to: 
< 2 < 1, 7 <` 0. 0 < to < (27 - 2)/(/_'. - 1): 
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(c~)). < O, 2 /~ <~ ?<~0, 0 < to < (27-2) / (2 -1 ) ;  
(e~)2= 1, 7~<O<to:  
(d [ )~ > I, 7 > ( (2 -  l ) to+ 2) /2,  2 / (1 -~)  <~,,, < O: 
(d.~) 0 < _2 < i, 7/> 2/2,  (t_'-7 - 2 ) / (2  - I) < ,,~ < O: 
(d~)_2=l ,  7>2,  to<0;  
(e'.) 2 < O, 7<~2/2, (7,7-  2)/(~, - !) < o, < O; 
( f ( ) ) .  > 1, ( ( _2 - i ) ,o+ 2)/-2 < 7~<0, ~<~2/1 -, ; . .  
Proof. Noticing that l' = minx¢0 Ft,(x), ii = maxx¢0 FD(X) and ). = mince0 Fj (x), 
= maxx#0 Fj(x), by-directly solving the previous inequalities (A)-(F), we can 
obtain the first-half conclusion of the theorem at once. Since A~ = 0 implies 
that # = ~ = 0, the second half conclusion of the theorem can then be resulted 
straightforwardly from the first-half one. [] 
Corol lary 5.1. Let the matr& A be symmetric positive definite. Assume l~,-fi be 
respectively the smallest ami the largest e~genvalues of the matrix 
A~IA'D, and ~,2 be respectively the smallest and the largest eigem, alues ~" the 
matrix ~vpD J. Then 
(1) the PDSJ-method is convergent if')_. > -1 :  
(2) the PDSGS-method is convergent i[" it > --l; 
(3) the PDSSOR-method is convergent ~" either of the following three condi- 
tions is sati.~fied: 
(!') It < !, 0 < ~o < 2/(I - ll); 
(2') I' = 1, ~,~ > 0: 
(3 ' ) i t>  I , , , ,  E ~ ' \{2 / ( l - .u )<~, , ,~O}.  
Particuktrly. ([' A't~ = O. then the PDSGS-method is cont'ergent, and the 
PDSSOR-method is convergent provided o C (0, 2). 
If we denote  Po = P(ADIA~) and P l = f l ( f~PDJ ) ,  then we easily see that 
the inequalities (A)-(F) are satisfied if the following inequalities hold, respec- 
tively: 
(A') ~o/> "~'/> 0, c,J > 0, 2 - ~o - 7Pt~ - (~'J - 7)P.I > 0: 
(B') 0 < t,J <~ 7, 2 - o) - 7P~) t ("~ - 7)PJ > 0; 
(C') 7 <~ 0 < t,~, 2 - ~,J + 7P,  - ~<'~ - 7)P.~ > 0; 
(D') t,~ < 0 <~ 7, 2 - t,~ + )'PD --  (tO --  ~')pj  < 0;  
(E') 7 <~ ~'~ < 0, 2 - t,~ - 7PD + (~'J -- 7)Pj < 0: 
(F') to E 7 < 0, 2 - t,  - ?PD -- (to -- 7)P~ < 0. 
Hence, the PDSAOR-method is convergent if either of the ,~bove ineoualities 
(A ' ) - (F ' )  is valid. Based upon this fact, we can analogously  get the fol lowing 
conclusions about the convergence of the PDSAOR-method, PDSSOR- 
method, PDSGS-method  and the PDSJ-r~ethod.  
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Theorem 5.2. Let the matrix A be symmetric positive definite. Assume that 
PD = P(AolA'o) and pj = p(L~'pDj). Then the PDSAOR-method is convergent if
either of the following five conditions is satisfied: 
(i) Po >>- PJ, 0<~ ~, ~<2/(1 + Po), 7<~ to < (2 + (pj - PD)7)/(1 + P:), 09 > 0; 
(ii) PO < PJ, 0 ~< r ~< 09, 0 < to < (2 + (pj -- Po)7)/(I  + Pj); 
(iii) pj <~ 1, 0 < to < 2/(1 + PO), to~-< 7 < (2 -- (1 -- PJ)to)/(Po + PJ); 
(iv) pj > 1, 0 < o9 <. 7, 7 > 2/(Po + Pj); 
(v) 0 < to < 2/(1 + pj), ((1 + py)to- 2)/(p D + pj) < 7...< 0. 
In particular, if A' o = O, then the PDSA OR-method is convergent provided either 
of the following four conditions is satisfied: 
(1) pj > 0, 0 < to < 2, ((1 + pj)¢o - 2)/pj "< ~ <~ to; 
(2) 0<ps~<l ,  0<09<2,  to<. .7<(2- ( l -p j ) to ) /p j ;  
(3) pj > 1, 0 < to <~ 7, 7 >t 2/pj; 
(4) pj=O, 7<2,  0<09<2.  
Proof. Solving the inequalities (A')--(F') directly, we can obtain (i)-(v). 
Noticing that Ab = 0 implies po = 0, we can immediately get (1)-(4). [] 
Corollary 5.2. Let the matrix A be symmetric positive definite, assume that 
Po = P('4~lAb) and pj = P(~PDJ). Then 
(1) the PDSJ-method is convergent if pj < 1; 
(2) the PDSGS-method is"convergent if Po < 1; 
(3) the PDSSOR-method is convergent if to E (0,2/(1 + Po)). 
Particularly, if  A' o = O, then the PDSGS-method is convergent, and the 
PDSSOR-method is convergent provided to E (0, 2). 
We now consider some applications of our novel parallel decomposition- 
type symmetric relaxation methods and their corresponding theoretical results 
demonstrated in this section to two classes of practical systems of linear equa- 
tions, which are resulted from the discretizations of the one-dimensional nd 
two-dimensional model problems, i.e., the two-point boundary value problems 
of the Poisson equations: 
and 
-xtt(t) =f ( t )  for0 < t < !, 
x(t) = xt(t) = 0 for t = 0 
-Ax = -x,~ 
x(s , t )  =0 
x(s , t )  = 1 
- X ,  = f ( s ,  t)  for0 < s,t < 1, 
for s = 0 or t = 0, 
fors = 1 ort  = ! 
on equidistant grids by either the finite difference method or the finite element 
method, respectively. These systems of linear equations respectively of the 
forms (1.1) and (1.2) are as follows: 
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A = tr idiag(-1, 2, -1)  E L(I~"), 
A = Btr idiag(- l ,  B, - l )  E L(RN2), 
where 
= Btridiag(-1, 4, -1 )  E L(R N) 
and the right-hand sides are chosen suitably. For these special inear systems, if
we use the afore-established parallel decomposition-type symmetric relaxation 
methods to get their solutions, we can immediately get the following conver- 
gence conclusions for these methods by making use of Theorem 5.1 and Cor.. 
ollary 5.1, as well as Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.2. 
Theorem 5.3. Let us solve in parallel the system oj" linear equations (1.1) 
corresponding to the one-dimensional model problem by the pointwise parallel 
decomposition-type symmetric relaxation methods. I f  fl >I 2, then: 
(i) the pointwise PDSJ-method is convergent; 
(ii) the pointwise PDSGS-method is"convergent; 
(iii) the pointwise PDSSOR-method is convergent provided to E (0, 2); 
(iv) the pointwise PDSA OR-method is convergent in either of the following 
four cases: 
(1) 0<~7~< min{2, to}, O<to< 
2(7 sin z 0 , , -  1), 
2 sin 2 0 , , -  1 ' 
(2) to <~), <~ 
(2 cos 2 0,, - ! )to + 2 
2 COS 2 l~,t 
, 0 < to<~2; 
(3) 7~<0, 0<to< 
2(~ sin 20 . -  1) 
2 sin 2 O , -  1 ' 
(4) ?f> sin -2v~,,, 2(Tsin 2 0. - l) < to < 0, 
2 sin 2 0 , , -  I 
where On 
gent also in either of the following three cases." 
= n/(2(n + 1)). Moreover, the pointwise PDSAOR-method is conver- 
(1') 0~<7~<to, 0<to< 2(Tc°sz0n+l ) - ,  
2 cos 2 0,, + 1 
2 - (1 - 2 cos 2 0.)to. 
(2') 0<o<'~, . ,  o~<7< 
2 cos 20 .  
2 (1 + 2 cos 20,,)to - 2 
(3') O<to< l+2cos  2 0,,' 2cos  20 .  <7<~0- 
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Proof. Clearly, at this time there holds A~9 = 0, and hence, It = ~ = Po = 0. By 
direct calculations we know that the eigenvalues of the matrix ~PDJ are 
(mn)=2cos2(mO, , ) ,  m=l ,2 , . . . ,n .  2m = 2 COS-" 2(n~l )  
Therefore, 
(na)=2s in20 , , ,  )_.=2cos 2 2(n+l )  
( 7r )=2cos - '0 , ,  =2cos  2 2 (n+l )  
and Ps = 2 cos-' 0~. Substituting these quantities into Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, 
and making use of Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, we can get the results 
of this theorem. [] 
Theorem 5.4. Let us s ,lye in parallel the system of linear equations (1.2) 
corresponding to the two-dimensional model problem by the (biockwise) parallel 
decomposition-type symmetric relaxation methods. I f  [I >1 2, then: 
(i) the PDSJ-method is convergent; 
(ii) the PDSGS-method is convergent; 
(iii) the PDSSOR-method is convergent provMed o~ E (0, 2); 
(iv) the PDSAOR-method is convergent in either of the ybllowing three cases: 
(i) 0~7<~min{2, ~o}, 0<~,~< 
7 cos(20~.) + 2(1 + 2 cos 2 '0N). 
4 COS 2 0~. 
4 -- 4(1 -- tO) sin 2 0,x, 
(2) co<~7<~ - -  , 0 < ~o<~2; 
COS(20N) 
2(1 + 2 cos" ON) 7 COS(20N) + 2(1 + 2 COS 2 ON) 
(3) - ~<7~<0,0<~o< 
COS(20N) 4 COS 2 0., 
where 0,,4 - ,~  ,1. Moreover, the PDSAOR-method Ls" convergent also in either 
of the following three cases: 
1 7 cos(20,¢) + 2 sin" G' + I: (l') 0,< ~,~< o~, 0<c,<~ 
2 + 4( l - to) sin ~" 0,, 
(2') 0<~,~<2,  ~o<.7< 
COS(20N) 
(3') 0<¢O<2 sin" 0N+I ,  4 sin 2 '#N-2( l - to )<7~<0.  
COS(20N) 
Proof. Clearly, at this time there holds A~ = 0, and hence, It = ~7 = Po = 0. By 
direct calculations we know that the eigenvalues of the ma-:rix L~pDj are 
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1 - 2 sm'( j0x) 
2,,,.j = . , , m,  j = 1,2, . . . ,N .  
! + 2 sm'(mO,v) 
Therefore, 
2=1-2  s in2(N0u)___ cos(20N) 
- i + 2 sin2(NtgN) ! + 2 COS-' Ox'  
1 --2 sin 2 ON COS(20X) 
1 + 2 sin 2 0~,, 1 + 2 sin 2 ON' 
and p j  = COS(20N)/(I + 2 sin-" ON). Substituting these quantities into Theo- 
rems 5.1 and 5.2, and making use of Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, we 
can get the results of this theorem. [] 
At the end of this section, we remark that if the matrix A is a (block) band 
matrix with (blockwise) semiband width l~b,,, then 13 >~ l~bw + 1 is sufficient for 
guaranteeing A~ = 0. For example, let 
A = tridiag(a,,, i , , ,_l,,a,,,,, , ,a,,,c,,,+l~) (in the point case) 
= Btridiag(A,, , . , , ,_ l ,Am.,, , ,A,, , . , , ,~ ~) (in the block case) 
be a (block) tridiagonal matrix. Then l~h~ = 1 and A)~ = 0 if [I >1 2. 
6. Numerical examples 
In this section, we will use two concrete xamples to confirm further the fea- 
sibility and efficiency of our new parallel decomposition-type symmetric relax- 
ation methods as well as the validity and precision of the corresponding 
convergence theories. 
First of all, we consider a system of linear equations having four unknowns 
with / 200-,) () 
- i  2 - I  -1 -1 
A= 0 0 2 0 ' tr= 2 
1 0 0 2 1 
and the point case of the PDSAOR-method. For this example, n = N = 4, and 
the unique solution is x*= (1,1,1,1) r. Take x=f l=2 and Ji = {i, 2}, 
J2 {3,4} Then, by direct calculations, we have )~=-.~ ~ ~ and 
p = t7 = 0. Hence, pj = _~, and pD = 0. Making use of Theorem 5.2 we easily 
know that the point PDSAOR-method is convergent provided the relaxation 
parameters 7 and co are within the domain 
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3to -4  < ~ < 4 -~o,  0<09<2.  
The second example is the system of linear equations mentioned in the last 
section, which is resulted from the discretization of some one dimensional two- 
point boundary value problem of the Poisson equation and has the form 
A = tr idiag(-1, 2, -1 ) ,  v = ( I ,0 , . . . ,0 ,  1) T. 
Easily, we see that the exact solution of this system is x* = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1)v. 
We use this example to test the influences of the relaxation parameters on 
the convergence properties of the new parallel decomposition-type symmetric 
relaxation methods, and compare the convergence rates of these methods with 
the parallel decomposition-type relaxation methods in [4] and the classical re- 
laxation methods in [7,1 3,1 6], too. 
To apply the point case of the PDSAOR-method to get an approximate so- 
lution of x*, we take n = N = ~ x ~, fl = ~t and 
J i={(i- l )0t+l,  (i-1)~+2,...,i0t}, i -  1,2,...,0c. 
In all computations, the initial approximations are taken to be zero and the 
terminate criterions are chosen as I Ix p - x*ll , /n <. I 0 -~. 
For the sake of  illustration, we enumerate in Table 1 some representative 
cases for which the iteration numbers corresponding to various ~(hence, vari- 
ous n), or to a fixed ~t(0t = 10, n = • x ~ = 100) but different relaxation parameter 
Table I 
0t 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 12 
n 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 144 
PDSGS-method 200 435 837 1472 2416 3761 5619 I I 279 
PDGS-method 463 I 114 2295 4243 7241 I I 624 17 756 37 024 
SGS-method 272 494 895 1549 ~c oc oc oc 
GS-method 528 1236 2502 4568 7725 12 305 18 714 38 651 
to 0.9 0.95 1.01 
PDSSOR-meth-  6444 5978 5535 
od 
PDSOR-method 19 789 18 719 17 532 
SSOR-method 6685 6137 5585 
SOR-method 20 688 19 592 _-,x: 
)' 0.9 0.9 0.95 
ro 0.95 1.023 1.02 
PDSAOR-method 6153 5819 5660 
PDAOR-method 18 647 17 439 17 371 
SAOR-method 6381 6010 5790 
AOR-method 19 563 oc 
1.02 1.021 1.022 1.023 1.024 
5460 5464 5453 5447 5442 
17 465 17 454 17 362 17 249 225 662 
5491 5492 5481 5473 5463 
0.95 1.02 1.02 1.021 1.022 
1.02 3 0.95 1.02 3 1.022 !.023 
5655 5737 5442 5444 5437 
17 381 ! 8 574 17 242 17 239 i 7 239 
5780 5798 5470 5473 5464 
oc 19 594 oc oc oc 
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pairs (7,to). The numerical results further confirm that suitable choices of the 
relaxation parameter pair (~,ta) can accelerate he convergence rates of the par- 
allel decomposition-type symmetric relaxation methods, and that these new 
methods have better convergence b haviours than either the known parallel de- 
composition-type relaxation methods, or the classical relaxation methods. 
7. Conclusions 
By reasonably applying the accelerated over-relaxation a d the system de- 
composition techniques, we propose a class of multi-parameter r laxed paral- 
lel decomposition method, called as the parallel decomposition-type 
unsymmetric AOR method, for solving the large sparse system of linear equa- 
tions on the SIMD multiprocessor systems. This class of method has good 
parallelism, and includes a lot of novel parallel decomposition-type relaxation 
methods uch as the parallel decomposition-type symmetric Jacobi method, 
the parallel decomposition-type symmetric Gauss-Seidei method, the parallel 
decomposition-type symmetric SOR method, and the parallel decomposition- 
type symmetric AOR method, as well as many known ones such as the par- 
allel decomposition-type AOR method in [4]. Hence, an extensive sequence of 
parallel relaxation methods in the sense of decomposition is well established. 
This not only makes the parallelizations of the classical relaxation methods 
become possible, but also affords flexible and efficient choices for parallely 
solving the large sparse system of linear equations on the SIMD-systems. 
When the coefficient matrix of the linear system is an L-matrix, an H-matrix 
and a (symmetric) positive definite matrix, respectively, we derive sufficient 
conditions for guaranteeing the convergence of these new parallel decomposi- 
tion-type relaxation methods. A lot of numerical experiments further confirm 
that our new methods have better convergence b haviours than the known ones. 
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Note added in proof 
The matrices (Ao - )'~AL) and (Ao - ";2Av) are nonsingular if and only if the 
matrix Ao is nonsingular. This fact was proved in [17]. The generalized Stein- 
Rosenberg type theorem for the PDAOR-method was established in [18]. 
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